The Stories Data
Driven Marketers
Should Be Telling You

When you look at the stack of campaign performance reports littering your inbox or the
countless widgets loaded into that slick marketing dashboard, do you find actionable insight
staring back at you? If you are like most business leaders, probably not. Instead you are
treated to tables filled with obscure metrics and revelations that a jump from a .02% CTR to
.09%, a whopping 77% increase, means you should open your wallet and spend more.
Do CTR, complete video views or email open rates actually move your bottom line? Will they
move the board of directors or the CEO? Probably not, so why are you focused on them?
Modern marketers talk a lot about data.
Digital advertising is fueled by advanced
user tracking and mass data collection.
The premise has been all of this
information would guarantee campaigns
are efficient, effective, transparent and
ultimately impact a company’s bottom
line. How many of the partners you work
with or employees handing you these
reports are delivering on that promise?
We continue to find marketing
managers and business owners
overwhelmed by the data they have
been given, wondering where the money
went and what value was derived. As
adoption of new data tools by business
grows exponentially, insights should
materialize in kind. Are they in your
organization? If not, you aren’t alone.
A recent survey by PR News in
partnership with PublicRelay asked about
the “Primary challenges facing companies
concerning measurement and analytics.”
35% said they “collect data via automated
tools and don’t have enough training to
garner insights from data.” 26% said they
“Want to do more with measurement, but
we don’t know where to start.”

What Are the Primary Challenges
Facing US Companies Concerning
Measurement/Analytics?
% of respondents, Oct 2018
Collect data via automated tools and don’t have enough training
to garner insights from data
35.1%
Want to do more with measurement, but we cannot ﬁnd the
money to do it well
34.1%
Want to do more with measurement, but we don’t know where
to start
26.8%
Are monitoring but can’t trust analysis because count and
sentiment data are inaccurate
22.4%
Data and analytics are not top priorities, so we invest little or no
time in them
20.4%
Been too slow to embrace data and now it seems too daunting a
task to change the company’s culture
19.4%
Our outside analytics ﬁrm collects and analyzes data, so we’re
not very involved with it
11.4%
Skeptical about the quality of data, so we skip
measurement/analytics
10.0%
Note: non-agency respondents
Source: PR News, “The State of Data-Driven Communications” in partnership
with PublicRelay, Dec 19, 2018

This eBook is about where to start. You’ve heard the promises and seen the results. You
want to clear the barriers and tell the stories that actually matter to your business. No more
widgets, graphs and tables overloaded with raw data and not much insight. Clear, concise,
actionable insight is the name of the game now.
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There’s a problem though. Most marketers aren’t data people. While
number crunching and light statistics have always been a part of media
buying, the bulk of a marketer’s work wasn’t historically centered on
statistical analysis. Digital advertising and the large technology
companies driving it have changed that. Marketing as an
industry has struggled to keep up.
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this reason, data and marking are not a match made in heaven.
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To excel, both data analysts and marketers must understand the needs of business and the real
goals of a company. Their exploratory analysis needs to lead to explanations that can move
business forward in the terminology and frameworks business professionals understand.
The bottom line is that the future of marketing is about joining these forces together. If you want
to see this merger succeed that’s going to increasingly be your role. Someone needs to do it, why
not you?
How do you succeed? By leading everyone not toward collecting, storing and reporting on data but
toward the right destination - achieving your goals.

Your Goals Are the Real Story

CPC, CTR, Impressions, Clicks, Cost, Conv. Rate, CPA, Dwell Rate, Video Views,
CPCV, True View, Open Rate, Bounce Rate, Mouseovers, Expansions…
When a business owner or the C-Suite
judges the effectiveness of marketing
through campaign CTR something is broken.
The goal of a marketing campaign isn’t to
get the highest CTR, the most impressions,
or even the highest conversion rate.
Marketing spreads messages to connect
buyers and sellers. The goal is ultimately to
lead a potential customer to sale. The sale is
everyone’s goal.
Marketers look to key performance
indicators (KPIs) that show the potential
customers we are connecting to sellers are
likely to make the ultimate conversion.

Often marketers fill the pages of performance reports along with the heads of business
leaders with tales about vanity metrics. These are single data points held up as a benchmark.
When they rise, everyone is happy. When they fall, everyone focuses on something else. They
are easy to quantify and often easy to influence but rarely if ever do they tell a complete
story. Too often they are marketing metrics and not campaign KPIs that indicate the
performance of a business focused goal.
Clicks, impressions, and CTR are not business KPIs. They are metrics that indicate
performance in the advertising platform and should be analyzed in concert to find out what is
happening. They shouldn’t be the goal.
Marketers sometimes focus on metrics that aren’t important. Data analysts can get so far
into the weeds on performance metrics that they lose sight of why the data was collected in
the first place.
It’s your job as a business leader to keep everyone focused on the real goal. If you don’t
elevate the conversation beyond CTR, it’s very possible that no one else will.

A salon needs customers. A
paid search campaign is run
to connect people searching
for salon services with ads.
Searchers can click or call a
trackable phone number to
book an appointment. They can
also click the ad to be taken to
a web page and call a trackable
phone number or book an
appointment online.
What indicates success in this
example are the appointment
bookings and calls made
because they indicate intent.
Clicks can lead to these actions
but shouldn’t be used as a KPI
since people who click might
never make an appointment.

Measurement/Analytics?

Data/Analytics?
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Your valuable time should not be spent looking at something like this. What does it mean?
What can it tell you? Who knows or cares? You shouldn’t.
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HIGHLIGHTS:

• 30 attendees at June event came in through eBlast.
• 4 have already entered phase 2.

•	1.2M video impressions delivered to 350K users at
average frequency of 3.6 and 98% viewability rate.

•	Value Proposition V4 email was the last interaction
in 57% of conversions.

•	Exposure to video message received a 28%
favorability lift overall.

•	We have dropped poor performing Value Proposition
V1 & V3 blasts and are looking at moving V4 earlier

•	Ads spoke loud and clear to men registering a
163.7% lift in brand recall from ad exposure (22.6%
for women).

Y-O-Y increase in
seminar sign ups
from eBlasts.

in the funnel.

Lift in ad recall and +23%
lift in purchase intent from
message exposure.

Clear, concise and actionable insights should be your mantra. It’s what you should demand from
the people working for and with you. Real analysis, not raw data visualized.
Unlike vanity metrics, your business focused KPIs should be front and center. These numbers
should get everyone excited. A 20% increase in form submissions that delivered 100 marketing
qualified leads can move the needle. That 20% increase happening because of a 5% decrease in
cost per acquisition is even more exciting because it increases the return on investment.
In the above example knowing that the change was driven because of something like an increase
in CTR from a high performing ad group is interesting but not actionable. Can that growth be
capitalized on or are we maxing out impression share? How can we capitalize on that bit of
information and do more? What is the actionable insight?
The time you spend with your marketing team shouldn’t be focused on the minutia of things like
which keyword is generating a strong CTR vs another keyword with a lower overall CPC. It should
be spent hearing about your success and how to get more of it.
This story can often be told using simple visualizations like plain text and bar charts. It should
come with clear to understand recommendations. Most important it should in a form that you
can easily pass along to others in your organization. Something clear and concise that you would
share with the people you report to. Something you could easily take and disseminate with as little
additional information needed as possible.

Investing in Data Analysis

Companies have been investing significant time and money into data and analytics for a while now.
The last thing they want to hear is, “You need to spend more.”
The truth is that a future where marketing is the domain of real-time-bidding, programmatic
buying, marketing automation, chat bots, apps and websites is one where experienced expertise in
data analysis is table stakes.
While you might find data and analytics broken out as a separate line item on a budget, the truth
is this information provides the fuel for everything else. Whether it’s social media marketing or
utilizing the power of a demand side platform, data is behind the wheel. You cannot be successful
in digital marketing without knowing how to take raw data and turn it into insight.

US Marketing Technology and Services
Spending, by Segment, 2017-2022
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Source: Forrester Research, “The US Marketing Technology And Services Outlook, 2017 to 2022” as cited
by MediaPost Communications, April 26, 2018
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Putting it All Together

What have we learned?
• D
 ata can be an incredibly valuable resource but only after it’s been refined and
transformed into insight
•	Most business leaders are being provided the wrong kind of analysis
– Currently receiving exploratory analysis focused on campaign metrics
– They need explanatory analysis focused on KPIs tied to business goals
•	Business leaders, marketers, and data analysts need to come to an agreement on the real
goals a company is striving to achieve and the KPIs that align with these objectives
– Metrics should draw a straight line to awareness, leads, sales, etc.
•	Data should be transformed to tell the story of how marketing is effecting these objectives
•	Companies need to invest in data expertise and integrate it into their marketing teams

Yours is the story data driven marketers should be telling. This is a story about your goals and the
return on your investment. This is not a story about CTR and delivering lots of impressions.
As we’ve seen, businesses and marketers everywhere are struggling to keep up with the
mountains of data they have access to. Most of the time this struggle comes because we expect
the insights to magically appear, underestimating the time and effort needed and getting lost in
the weeds of pouring over it instead of focusing on the real goals.
This eBook was about where to start and hopefully you’re ready to do just that. This is just a start
though, the heavy lifting needs to be done.

Need help understanding the story your marketing analytics is telling you?
Let’s talk! https://masondigital.com/contact/

